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ABSTRACT
In neural networks, the loss function represents the core of the learning process that leads the optimizer
to an approximation of the optimal convergence error. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) use the
loss function as a supervisory signal to train a deep model and contribute significantly to achieving
the state of the art in some fields of artificial vision. Cross-entropy and Center loss functions are com-
monly used to increase the discriminating power of learned functions and increase the generalization
performance of the model. Center loss minimizes the class intra-class variance and at the same time
penalizes the long distance between the deep features inside each class. However, the total error of
the center loss will be heavily influenced by the majority of the instances and can lead to a freezing
state in terms of intra-class variance. To address this, we introduce a new loss function called sigma
squared reduction loss (휎2R loss), which is regulated by a sigmoid function to inflate/deflate the error
per instance and then continue to reduce the intra-class variance. Our loss has clear intuition and ge-
ometric interpretation, furthermore, we demonstrate by experiments the effectiveness of our proposal
on several benchmark datasets showing the intra-class variance reduction and overcoming the results
obtained with center loss and soft nearest neighbour functions.
1. Introduction
Nowadays deep learning is taking on an ever clearer form
in terms of different elements which is composed and in
their possible configurations, achieving very good results in
different tasks as Computer Vision [15], Speech Recogni-
tion, multimodal methodologies, Natural Language Process-
ing (NPL) and hybridmodels likeOCMST [18] [17], autoen-
coder OCSVM [2], autoencoder based onKNN [27], autoen-
coder SVDD [12], One-Class Neural Networks (OCNN) [3,
26, 24], and many other fields. Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN) has been widely used in image recognition,
such as face recognition and image classification achieving
the state-of-the-arts in most cases. The general capability
to generalize discriminative deep features is due to different
elements inside the convolutional neural networks. A fun-
damental element of the learning process is called the loss
function, which will be minimized by techniques such as the
descent of the stochastic gradient to favour the synchroniza-
tion of neurons and therefore be able to solve a particular
problem. However, the general characteristics of the loss
function and other CNN elements are still poorly understood
and some key concepts are still seen as a black box [4]. In
literature, there are various types of loss functions applied
mainly in the last layer of the neural model. The most popu-
lar are for example the Softmax cross-entropy loss function
and similar [21, 28], the Hinge loss function [6], the Ramp
loss function [5], the Additive AngularMargin Loss [7], etc..
Other loss functions are applied into features layers before
the last layer or in some cases in other parts of deep networks.
The effect of these loss functions is reflected in the hyper-
dimensional space, for example by improving the discrimi-
natory ability, or by trying to increase the distance between
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the classes and reducing the variance within each class, us-
ing the training samples [25]. The latter is the objective of a
known loss function called center loss [29] which from ex-
perimental results demonstrate its effectiveness and usability
to achieve, together with cross-entropy loss, the state of the
art in various activities such as facial recognition and verifi-
cation problems.
Recent papers such as [8], introduce a new loss function
that canmeasure the entanglement on the labelled data by es-
tablishing how close the pairs of instances of the same class
are. By decreasing the entanglement around the data with
the loss function called soft nearest neighbour, they can get
more than one cluster and not have a forced convergence at
a single centroid for each class as is the case for the center
loss function.
In this paper, we introduce a new loss function called
휎2R Loss, whose main goal is to inflate/deflate the error
generated by each instance of the training set. This pro-
posed loss function is regulated by sigmoidal functions au-
tomatically configured by hyper-parameters learned during
the training process. The main motivation that led us to pro-
pose this new loss function comes from the characteristics
of the center loss function. Observing the center loss func-
tion [29] and variation of it, the ability to reduce the vari-
ance between deep features within a class decreases when
the instances of features close to the class centroid are many
compared to those that are very far from the same centroid.
The main reason is that the Euclidean distance for each train-
ing sample is not weighted and therefore if there are only a
few samples far from the class center while all the others are
close, the total error will be low because strongly influenced
by the number of nearby instances. To address this problem,
in our proposal, we apply a weight as a function of the dis-
tance from the class center with the effect of increasing the
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휎2R Loss
error for the furthest points, to enhance the discriminating
ability of CNN models. In this paper, we choose to use a
trainable sigmoid function as a multiplicative factor which
in turn depends on a few hyper-parameters.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are
listed as follows:
• First, we propose a new loss function based on the
center loss function, useful to minimize the variance
of the deep features within each class to improve the
generalization ability of neural networks.
• Second, we conductmany experiments onwell-known
benchmark datasets demonstrating the effectiveness and
high usability of our proposal on different CNN archi-
tectures.
• Third, all our source code is available on GitLab [19],
to allow the community to reproduce our results, from
the training of the networks, until the statistical anal-
ysis.
In the next section, we introduce some of the loss func-
tions directly related to what we propose in this paper, to
facilitate the understanding of our proposal. The following
sections will introduce the details of the proposed approach
and the experiments conducted to demonstrate its character-
istics and strengths.
2. Related Work
Cross-entropy based softmax loss is a well-known loss
function widely used in machine learning to discriminate
classes in classifications problem or for feature learning. It
encourages the separability of features but people realized
that the cross-entropy loss is not sufficiently effective to learn
feature with a large margin for some problems like for ex-
ample face recognition. Constructing highly efficient loss
function to increase the discriminative power is not a trivial
problem. Many solutions have been proposed in the liter-
ature to increase the generalization performance of models
using specific loss functions. Most of these loss functions
are applied to the second-last layer of a deep network, or
into the last layer as cross-entropy loss is usually applied.
Center loss [29], Contrastive Center loss [25], Triplet Center
loss [11] are some loss functions commonly used to improve
the approximation of the optimal solution, compared to what
cross-entropy can do. These loss functions are Euclidean-
distance-based loss [22] and they focus to compress intra-
class variance and enlarge inter-class variance. In [16], the
authors introduce a loss function orientated to resolve a prob-
lem in the domain of text prediction that uses a weighted
function depending by the length of a string 푥 as푤(푥) = 12|푥|and they use the squared Euclidean distance between two
probabilities of observed letters in a text document to min-
imize the error. Although this is similar to our proposed
approach because they use a weighted function, we differ-
entiate our paper with it for the following reasons. We use
squared Euclidean distance applied to features layers from
a Convolutional Neural Network. The weighted functions
used are sigmoids (one per class) with the logistic growth
rate variables inserted into the learning process. Secondly,
we inflate/deflate the error per instance considering standard
deviations and distances combined. Finally, we applied our
solution to computer vision tasks using well-known images
dataset.
In the next subsections, we briefly describe the loss func-
tions that belong to the Euclidean-distance category [22] and
we highlight their characteristics. All the loss functions that
we report below also have among their objectives the reduc-
tion of the intra-class variance. In our paper, we will not
compare with all these loss functions but only with those
that share the same objective.
2.1. Center Loss
While the cross-entropy loss function focuses on classi-
fication errors by attempting to minimize them, the center
loss minimizes the distance of each class point in the feature
space from its center. The effect of cross-entropy loss in the
features space is to separate the features of different classes
but not to maximize the margin between the classes. The
cross-entropy loss is not able to reduce the variance within
the class, always analyzing the features space. Center loss is
widely used to solve this task decreasing the intra-class vari-
ance and increasing the general performance of the model.
It is used jointly with cross-entropy loss function overcom-
ing the state-of-the-art in most classification problems. For
example, [9] shows that for datasets with a large number of
classes but a small number of samples per class, the com-
bination of cross-entropy loss and center loss works better
than either of the losses alone.
Formally, the center loss is computed as:
퐶 = 휆2
푚∑
푖=1
||푥푖 − 푐푦푖 ||22 (1)
where 푐푦푖 ∈ ℝ푑 denotes the center of the 푦푖-th class in thedeep features space, 푥푖 is an instance of the class 푦푖 and 푚 isthe batch size.
2.2. Soft nearest neighbor loss
Recently, a novel loss function is introduced in [8], called
Soft Nearest Neighbor. It measures entanglement over la-
beled data and it is defined as follow:
푠푛 = − 1푚 ⋅
푚∑
푖=1
푙표푔
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑
푗∈[1,푚],푗≠푖,푦푖=푦푗
푒−
||푥푖−푥푗 ||2
푇
∑
푘∈[1,푚],푘≠푖 푒
− ||푥푖−푥푘||2푇
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(2)
where 푇 is the temperature (a non-learned parameter), 푚 is
the batch size, 푥푖 is the output of layer in which this lossfunction is applied and 푦푖 is the label of the 푖-th instance.Intuitively this loss brings features of the same class closer
together while moving away those of other classes. An ef-
fect of this loss is to create class-independent clusters and
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not necessarily to converge all instances in a single point.
Although the results reported by authors demonstrate im-
provements in terms of accuracies, they do not compare with
center loss (whose goal is also to minimize the intra-class
variance).
2.3. Inter-class distance maximization loss
functions
This section groups all the loss functions which, in ad-
dition to minimizing the intra-class variance, also focus on
maximizing the inter-class distance. Since this last objective
is not our goal, we describe only these loss functions, but we
will not compare with them in our experiments.
The Git loss function [1] maximizes the distance be-
tween deeply learned features belonging to different classes
(push)while keeping features of the same class compact (pull)
using the Eq. 3 that can be simplified with Eq. 4
퐺 = 푥푒푛푡 + 휆푐푐2 + 휆푔 ⋅
푚∑
푖,푗=1,푖≠푗
1
1 + ||푥푖 − 푐푦푗 ||22 (3)
퐺 = 푥푒푛푡 +
푚∑
푖,푗=1,푖≠푗
−
2 ⋅ (푥푖 − 푐푦푗 )
(1 + (푥푖 − 푐푦푗 )
2)2
(4)
where 푚 denotes the number of training samples of a batch,
푥푖 ∈ ℝ푑 is the 푖-instance of the training, 푐푦푖 ∈ ℝ푑 denotesthe center of the 푦푗-th class in the deep features space, 푥푒푛푡represent the cross-entropy loss function. The results re-
ported in [1] show a higher accuracy obtained thanks to the
reductions in terms of intra-class and inter-class distance.
Ce Qi et al [25] with the proposed contrastive center
loss extend the center loss to simultaneously reduce the intra-
class variance and increase the inter-class distance jointly
with cross entropy loss. More formally,
퐶푇 = 12
푚∑
푖=1
||푥푖 − 푐푦푖 ||22
(
∑푘
푗=1,푗≠푦푖 ||푥푖 − 푐푗||22) + 훿 (5)
where 푚 denotes the number of training samples in a batch,
푥푖 ∈ ℝ푑 is the 푖-th instance of the training with 푑 dimension,
푘 is the number of classes and 훿 is a constant to avoid divi-
sion by 0. Results show the effectiveness of this loss function
to better generalize the deep features and obtain more reduc-
tion in terms of intra-class variance and more separability in
terms of inter-class distance.
The triplet center loss [11] is calculated through the use
of triplets of instances and is intended to bring together the
elements of the same class and at the same time increase
the distance between the classes. The triplet is composed
as (푥푖푎, 푥푖+, 푥푖−) where 푥푖푎 is called anchor and have the sameclass of 푥푖+ that is called a positive sample, instead 푥푖− is thenearest sample to the anchor 푥푖푎 of another class and it iscalled negative sample. Using this approach, for each pos-
itive instance, triplets for all negative samples should exist.
But for efficiency reasons, only the triplets containing the
closest negative instance are selected. So triplet center loss
can be computed as described in the following Eq. 6.
퐿푡푝푙 =
푁∑
푖=0
푚푎푥(0, 푚 +퐷(푓 (푥푖푎), 푓 (푥
푖
+)) −
−(퐷(푓 (푥푖푎), 푓 (푥
푗
−)))) (6)
where 푓 (푥) represents the output of the feature layer of the
neural network taking in input 푥; 퐷(푎, 푏) is the selected dis-
tance measure between two instances 푎 and 푏;푁 represents
the number of triplet int the current batch, finally 퐷(푥푖푎, 푥푗푏)with 푖 ≠ 푗 represents the nearest distance from a sample of
another class from the anchor, and 푚 is a hyper-parameter
that represents the margin between two instances belonging
to two different classes.
The contrastive loss [20] is similar to the triplet center
loss. It brings all the points of the same class (paired) closer
together and moves them away from those of other classes
(not paired). So for all couple of instances 푟푎 and 푟푏 availablein a batch, the loss function is described as reported in the
following Eq. 7.
푀푅퐿(푟푎, 푟푏) =
{
푑푎푏 if paired
푚푎푥(0, 푚 − 푑푎푏) if not paired
(7)
where 푑푎푏 = 푑(푟푎, 푟푏). Also, this solution uses a margin 푚to stop moving away from the instances of different classes.
3. The proposed 휎2R Loss
In this section we describe our proposed loss function
called 휎2R loss, which aims to reduce the variance for each
class, working in the feature space. Starting from the well-
known center loss function described in Eq. 1, we introduce
a multiplier 훽 ∶ ℝ푑 → ℝ based on a sigmoid function, to
induce a weighted pumping state for each instance inside a
batch of the training set:
훽(휎(푛, 푥푖)) =
푍
1 + 푒−퐾⋅(휎(푛,푥푖)−휎(푛,퐶푦푖 ))
(8)
where 휎(푛, 푥푖) represents the standard deviation computedbetween 푥푖 and its 푛 neighbors, all belonging to the sameclass 푦푖, 휎(푛, 퐶푦푖 ) is the standard deviation considering onlythe class center 퐶푦푖 and its 푛 nearest instances of the sameclass. Finally, 푍 is a constant used to change the output
range of the 훽 function from [0, 1] to [0, 푍] and 퐾 is the
logistic growth rate variable used to varying the slope of our
function. To avoid to find the optimal slope for the loss func-
tion, the 퐾 parameter is automatically found by the learning
process considering the following function (see Eq. 9) which
reports the values in the range [휖,+∞).
퐾(푤퐾 ) = 휖 +
푍
1 + 푒−푤퐾
(9)
Experimentally we have found that the퐾 parameter is used a
lot and the network changes it continuously and in Fig. 5 we
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report the trend of 푤퐾 representing the growth rate valuesas the epochs vary.
Now we can define the proposed 퐿휎2푅 loss function asfollow:
휎2푅 = 1푚
푚∑
푖=1
훽(휎(푛, 푥푖))||푥푖 − 퐶푦푖 ||22 (10)
where푚 is the number of instances considered inside a train-
ing batch. 훽 is the particular sigmoid function having a growth
rate variable 퐾 and with an inflection point on (휎(푛, 푥푖) −
휎(푛, 퐶푦푖 ), as defined in Eq. 8. A graphical representationof this loss function can be observed in Fig.2 where is pos-
sible to see the shape of the curve with three different dis-
tances between sample 푥푖 and class center. An inflectionpoint is defined as the point in which the function changes
from being concave to convex or vice-versa. Consequently,
we find the inflection point resolving the second derivative
of the function considered. This point will be used as a refer-
ence to establish where the standard deviations of the nearest
neighbours instances considered are located and then obtain
the relative projections along the y-axis obtaining thus the
increased error (see algorithm 1). Leveraging on standard
deviation, the idea is to pump all instances with their near-
est neighbour less dense than the class center in a way to
increase the error by a multiplier 훽 and in the same time to
reduce the error of all instances with their nearest neighbours
denser of the class center. The loss function 퐿휎2푅 is mini-mized using a stochastic gradient descendent algorithm. In
our approach, we do not consider only a single sigmoid with
relative growth rate variable but we use a sigmoid for each
class of the dataset used for the training step of the neural
network. Growth rate variable 퐾 and centroid variable 푐푦are hyper-parameters in our proposal and will be handle by
CNN used. We initialize them using a normal distribution
(standard normal distribution) with mean 0 and variance 1.
To better understanding, we report the pseudocode in algo-
rithm 1.
Algorithm 1
1: function 휎2R LOSS(푥, 푦)
2: 푚 ⊳ 푥 contains 푚 samples and 푦 are the class labels
3: 휎(푛, 퐶푦푖 ) ⊳ standard deviation computed on the 푛 points closest to 퐶푦푖4: for 푐푗 ∈ range(0, 푛_푐푙푎푠푠푒푠) do5: 휎(푛, 푥푖) ⊳ standard deviation computed on the 푛 points closest to 푥푖 ∈ 푐푗
6: 훽(휎(푛, 푥푖)) ← 푍
1+푒−퐾⋅(휎(푛,푥푖 )−휎(푛,퐶푦푖 ))
7: 퐿푐푗 ←
푚∑
푖=1,푦푖=푐푗
훽(휎(푛, 푥푖))||푥푖 − 퐶푦푖 ||22
8: 푖푛푡푟푎 ← 푖푛푡푟푎 + 퐿푐푗9: end for
10:
11: 퐿휎2푅 ← 푖푛푡푟푎푚12: end function
In Fig. 1 we report a graphical representation of the ef-
fect obtained by applying the proposed 휎2R loss function.
As explained in the figure, the dashed circle is the boundary
that contains the first 푛 closest samples to the class center
퐶푦푖 . These samples are used to calculate the standard de-viation so that the error generated by the more distant pat-
terns can be inflated much more than the error generated by
Figure 1: Graphical representation of some patterns 푥푖 in the
deep features space when using the proposed 휎2R loss function.
All circles represent instances of the same class 푦푖 with their
centroid 퐶푦푖 . The dotted circle is the boundary that contains
the first 푛 = 3 closest samples to the class center. If you look
at the patterns 푥1, 푥2 and 푥3 which are the furthest away from
the centroid 퐶푦푖 , their multiplier 훽(휎(푛, 푥푖)) will be much larger
than the multiplier 훽(휎(푛, 푥푖)) of the patterns 푥4, 푥5 and 푥6.
Furthermore, comparing the furthest points 푥1 and 푥2 from
the centroid, 훽(휎(푛, 푥1)) will be larger than 훽(휎(푛, 푥2)).
the closest patterns. But there is a very important aspect to
highlight by taking advantage of this example, comparing
the furthest points 푥1 and 푥2 from the centroid, 훽(휎(푛, 푥1))will be larger than 훽(휎(푛, 푥2)) because the standard deviation
휎(푛, 푥2) built on the neighborhood of 푥2 is much smaller thanthe standard deviation 휎(푛, 푥1) built on the neighborhood of
푥1. The proposed loss is low when the 푛 neighbours of aninstance are denser than the neighbours of the centroid of a
class and will be high when an instance is isolated and far
from the class centroid. Like the center loss function, the
goal is to minimize the intra-class variance, but instead, to
force the model to converge all the class samples in a single
point, our loss function inflates/deflates the error to not have
isolated instances or groups of instances with high standard
deviation.
We emphasize that in Eq. 8 can have two different be-
haviours when the argument of exponential has a positive
or negative value. This is due to the difference 휎(푛, 푥푖) −
휎(푛, 퐶푦푖 ) described before. As you can see on x-axis in Fig. 2,when the distance is far from center of the class and 휎(푛, 푥푖)−
휎(푛, 퐶푦푖 ) > 0, our sigmoid assumes high values (red-orangecolor) thus we simulate the inflating error, by contrast our
sigmoidwill assume low valueswhen the 휎(푛, 푥푖)−휎(푛, 퐶푦푖 ) <
0 and in case the distance is very near to the center of the
class, so as to simulate a frozen statement. Finally, the total
loss function we use in this paper must be considered jointly
with the cross-entropy loss function as follow:
 = 푥푒푛푡 + 휆휎2푅 (11)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: In the three plots, we show the surface created by our loss function 휎2R and compare it with the central loss (blue/gray
plane). The X-axis represents the Euclidean distance between the center of class 퐶푦푖 and the deep features of the same class.
The Y-axis represents the standard deviation of the 푛 patterns closest to the sample 푥푖, while the Z-axis is the output range of
the proposed loss function. In plots (a)-(c), we visualize the behavior of our function when the inflection point changes.
where 휆 is a scalar used to balance the two loss functions.
3.1. A toy example
To better explain our loss, we introduce a toy dataset
called Fuzzy-RGB (see Fig. 3) having some characteristics
that highlight the particular aspects of our loss function here
proposed. This dataset must have instances whose class at-
tribution is uncertain, as showed in the rightmost column in
Fig. 3. With the same goal and in a similar way as done
in [29], we reduce the second-last layer of a Resnet18 from
512 to 2 channels so that we can visualize the deep features
in a two-dimensional space. The comparative result between
cross-entropy loss, cross-entropy plus center-loss, and 휎2R
loss, applied to the toy dataset, is shown in Fig. 4. The results
show us the maximization of the margin between the learned
features of the three classes and the consequent better sepa-
rability of the learned features, as well as the reduction of the
variance for the learned features of each class (Fig. 4c). An-
alyzing the result of the model that uses cross-entropy plus
the center loss function (Fig. 4b) we can observe that, when
many instances are close to the relative class center, the error
will be very low, and consequently many instances will be
left far from the center. So, if the error is low, the learning
process that uses cross-entropy plus the center loss function
will stop the process of decreasing the distances between the
features and their centroid, leaving everything in a frozen
state. For this reason, we proposed our loss function, which
use a function to weigh the contribution of every single pat-
tern to decrease the error and avoid the situation in which
some points remain very far from their class centroid.
In Fig. 3 we report 3 rows of images representative of
the classes contained in the dataset used in this section to
show the salient aspects of the proposed loss function. This
Fuzzy-RGB dataset we propose is composed of RGB images
of size 32×32×3 for a total of 3000 instances per class. Each
image has a uniform RGB colour obtained by combining a
high random value of the "main colour" (between 100% and
20% of the maximum value) in the channel they represent
and also a low percentage of random "noise" (between 0%
and 20%) of the two other channels.
Figure 3: Some samples of images extracted from the artificial
image dataset Fuzzy-RGB we created. It was obtained by
combining different percentages of the three RGB channels.
The three classes Red, Green, and Blue have a high value of
"main colour" (between 100% and 20% of the maximum value)
in the channel they represent and also contain a low percentage
of "noise" (between 0% and 20%) of the two other channels.
3.2. Intra-class measure
Within each class, the variance is ameasure of variability
widely used in deep learning to control the average distance
between the samples of a class in the deep features space. We
use the following notation to calculate the intra-class mea-
sure:
퐼푐푗 =
√∑
푥푖∈푐푗 (푥푖 − 휇)
2
(푛 − 1)
(12)
where 푐푗 is the class of the 푥푖-instance and 휇 is the meanvalue of the class 푐푗 and 푛 = |푐푗|. Intra-class is widely usedto measures how far a set of samples are spread out from
their average value.
4. Datasets
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposedmethod
we use some different classification datasets.
Cifar10 and Cifar100 [14] are datasets commonly used
as benchmarks in the literature. They both have 60,000 train-
ing samples and 10,000 test samples, and each input is a
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32 × 32 RGB image. Cifar10 and Cifar100 have 10 and 100
classes respectively.
FashionMnist [30] is a dataset consisting of 60,000 train-
ing samples and 10,000 test samples. Each image is 28 × 28
in grayscale and is associated with a label among the 10 dif-
ferent classes. It is used as a reference dataset by many al-
gorithms to compare with other papers in the literature.
Table 1
Intra-class variance 퐼푐푗 comparison between center loss
and 휎2R loss on FMNIST dataset. We set 휆=0.01, learn-
ing rate of the model to 0.4 and learning rate for center
loss and our proposal equals to 0.1, batch size 256.
Train
Class Center Loss 휎2R Loss 훿 %
Class 0 0.8378 0.1904 339.87
Class 1 1.0190 0.2155 372.65
Class 2 1.0543 0.2628 301.05
Class 3 1.0234 0.2289 347.01
Class 4 1.0023 0.2406 316.53
Class 5 0.8798 0.2026 334.11
Class 6 1.1142 0.2785 300.03
Class 7 0.9149 0.1911 378.74
Class 8 1.0085 0.2462 309.48
Class 9 0.7721 0.1579 388.83
Test
Class Center Loss 휎2R Loss 훿%
Class 0 0.7372 0.1559 372.87
Class 1 0.9101 0.1759 417.45
Class 2 1.0292 0.2661 286.70
Class 3 1.0061 0.2159 365.89
Class 4 0.9773 0.2354 315.14
Class 5 0.7601 0.1638 363.80
Class 6 1.1069 0.2743 303.46
Class 7 0.7824 0.1556 402.56
Class 8 0.9867 0.2361 317.90
Class 9 0.6187 0.1335 363.42
5. Experiments
Now we present our experimental results. Before start-
ing with the description of the experiments, we group the
settings of the various experiments in the following section.
Below, the experiments have been grouped into two main
groups, in the first groupwe compare the proposed loss func-
tion with the center loss and the cross-entropy, in terms of
classification accuracy. In the second group of experiments,
we compare our loss with the center loss functions and the
cross-entropy, analyzing the intra-class variance in detail to
highlight the relevant differences.
5.1. Network settings
We have implemented 휎2R loss in Pytorch [23] using
Python3 as the programming language. The neural models
used as baselines are Resnet18 and LeNet. All models were
trained using an Nvidia Titan X GPU. As for the learning
rate, we used an adaptive learning decay, and in particular,
we used a cosine-like function to reduce the learning rate at
each epoch. We use two Adam [13] optimizers that allow us
to update network weights and loss function parameters iter-
ative based on training data. In particular, we use an Adam
optimizer to find the best weights of the neural model and a
second Adam optimizer for the parameters of our loss func-
tion and also for the center loss. To highlight the character-
istics of our loss function, we have decided to increase the
amount of data. For this reason, we use algorithms capable
of generating synthetic data similar to the real ones, through
procedures that require to be able to reproduce both realistic
noise and imitate all possible variations of the samples in the
real world. We used various strategies such as random crop-
ping, random rotation, and vertical/horizontal flipping to ex-
pand an existing dataset to form a model over multiple ex-
amples. After that, we re-scale each image to 32×32×3 pix-
els (except for FashionMnist where we have only 28×28×1
pixels). We emphasize that we used the original Resnet18
and LeNet, without specific modifications that allowed us to
obtain the best performance on the specific datasets used.
In each run, we have a random and therefore different ini-
tialization of the network weights, but we decided to set the
same order in which the data are sampled by the network to
have better comparisons in our experiments. In addition, we
apply a balanced data sampler to extract each batch due to
the nature of our proposal and in order to have a batch of
samples balanced across all classes.
5.2. Experiment 1
In the first experiment, we compare three different loss
functions using standard datasets used in other papers so that
we can compare our proposal with the solutions present in
the literature. In particular, we compared the cross-entropy
loss function, the center loss and our loss function using a
Resnet18 [10] as a neural model applied to the Cifar10 and
Cifar100 datasets. Furthermore, we also used the LeNet
CNN on the FMNIST dataset following the setting described
in [8]. During the training of neural models, for each epoch,
we calculate the intra-class variance of the training class and
the test class, computed as standard deviation according to
the formula 퐼푐푗 reported in Eq. 12. We use this metric tocheck for variance within the class (intra-class) and this is a
very important concept for checking the separation between
classes, attracting elements of the same class. Furthermore,
we also check the intra-class variance in the test phase to
observe the correct generalization ability by the model in
attracting instances within the same class for never seen in-
stances.
In Tabs. 3 and 4 we show the effectiveness of our loss
function in terms of accuracy, comparing ourselves with the
same models that use the cross-entropy loss function, the
center loss plus the cross-entropy loss function or the SoftN
loss function proposed in the paper [8]. In these tables, we
report the average and maximum accuracy of 10 executions
for all datasets. The ResNet18 model was trained for 300
epochs using the Cifar10 dataset and was trained for 500
epochs using the Cifar100 dataset. The 휆 parameter has been
set equal to 0.01 for both loss functions. Due to the character-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Quality comparison on the training set, between the 휎2R loss function and two other loss functions on the Fuzzy-RGB
dataset we created. In (a) the 2D representation of the deep features found by a LeNet with PReLU activation function that uses
the cross-entropy function, in (b) the same network trained with the center loss function and in (c) the deep features arranged
around the class centroids thanks to the work of our loss function. To view the deep features, CNN’s penultimate layer uses only
two neurons. Figures (b) and (c) show similar behaviour but in (c) the cluster around the class centroid is much more compact.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5: The three figures show the change in the growth rate value 푤퐾 described in Eq. 9, as it is learned by the neural model
during the training phase. In (a) the behavior obtained on the FMNIST dataset, in (b) on Cifar10 and in (c) on the Cifar100.
The number of plots in each figure coincides with the number of classes of the dataset used, therefore each plot represents the
relative growth variable 푤퐾 associated with a specific class.
istics of our methodology which exploits the proposed loss
function, the batch sizes are set respectively to 256 and 1000
for Cifar10 and Cifar100. Furthermore, again for the same
reason, we use balanced batches when loading the dataset,
therefore each batch will have about 25 instances per class
for the Cifar10 and FMNIST datasets which have 10 classes
and the batch size has been set to 256, while there are 10 in-
stances per class for the Cifar100 dataset. The main reason
why we need this last constraint is in the computation of the
standard deviation introduced In Eq. 8, for which we must
avoid having a situation in which for example a batch has
0 instances for a specific class or with fewer instances than
the chosen neighbourhood constraint 푛. The neighbourhood
constraint was set with a parameter 푛 = 7 and the output
range 푍 of the 훽 function was set to 40 (chosen arbitrarily).
In Tabs. 3 and 4 we report the results in terms of accuracy.
In the same tables, it is possible to notice that on Cifar10
and Cifar100 we exceed the performances of the configura-
tions that do not use our loss function (the baselines reported
in tables) and we also report the percentage gain using our
loss function compared to cross-entropy, center loss + cross-
entropy and the loss proposed by [8]. For the experiment
carried out on the FMNIST dataset, we used a LeNet with
the same parameters as the experiment conducted on the Ci-
far10 dataset except for the learning rate associated to the
optimizer which was set to 0.001. All other parameters are
the same as those used in the paper [8]. In this experiment,
our loss function shows better performance than the center
loss function, the cross-entropy loss function and the loss
function proposed in [8].
From this first group of experiments, we can conclude
that our loss function certainly contributes to improving the
classification accuracy if comparedwith the samemodel that
uses only cross-entropy as a loss function and both compar-
ing it with the same model that uses the center loss function.
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Table 2
Intra-class variance comparison on Cifar10 dataset be-
tween center loss and 휎2R loss. To compute these values
we set 휆=0.01, learning rate of the neural model equals
to 0.4 and learning rate for center loss and our proposal
equals to 0.1, batch size equals to 256.
Cifar10 Center Loss 휎2R Loss 훿 %
Class 0 0.4127 0.1016 306.12
Class 1 0.2450 0.0698 250.86
Class 2 0.4062 0.1093 271.74
Class 3 0.2800 0.1452 92.88
Class 4 0.3656 0.0991 268.79
Class 5 0.3575 0.0967 269.76
Class 6 0.3067 0.0819 274.54
Class 7 0.2826 0.0879 221.56
Class 8 0.3197 0.0712 349.25
Class 9 0.3074 0.0798 285.15
Table 3
Accuracy benchmark comparison on Cifar10 using our loss and
soft nearest neighbor (SoftN) loss [8]. For all models we use a
ResNet18 with learning rate of the neural model equals to 0.4
and learning rate for center loss and our proposal equal to 0.1,
Adam optimizer and batch-size equals to 256. The table shows
the average accuracy over 10 executions (first column), the
maximum accuracy over 10 executions (second column) and
the gain 훿 in percentage, comparing the 휎2R loss function and
the cross-entropy baseline (the same model using the cross-
entropy loss function) and soft neighbour loss with the same
baseline in the third column. Furthermore, we compare the 휎2R
loss and center loss in the last two rows (here the baseline is the
cross-entropy plus the center loss function). In all experiments,
we obtain a greater gain than cross-entropy, center loss, and
in comparison with [8].
휎2R Loss baseline 훿%
avg 91.503 89.71 1.959
max 92.01 90.78 1.336
SoftN [8] baseline 훿%
avg 89.9 89.71 0.211
max 91.22 90.78 0.482
휎2R Loss base+CenterLoss 훿%
avg 91.503 91.34 0.178
max 92.01 91.72 0.315
5.3. Experiment 2
To better visualize and highlight the characteristics of
our 휎2R loss function and also be able to quantify the im-
provements obtained in terms of numerical values, in this
experiment we show the intra-class variance obtained with
the training set on our Fuzzy-RGB dataset. In this exper-
iment, we used a ResNet18 in which we changed the size
of the second-last layer from 512 channels to 2 channels,
so that the deep features of the Fuzzy-RGB problem could
be viewed in a 2D space. In Fig. 4 three plots are shown
from left to right show the arrangement of the deep features
for the same ResNet18 trained using the cross-entropy loss
function, the center loss function and our 휎2R loss function.
Table 4
Accuracy benchmark comparison on Cifar100 using 휎2R Loss,
cross-entropy (baseline) and cross-entropy+center loss. As in
Cifar10, we report a better accuracy than baseline and base-
line+CenterLoss.
휎2R Loss baseline 훿%
avg 60.281 56.44 6.371
max 62.65 58.18 7.134
휎2R Loss base+CenterLoss 훿%
avg 60.281 58.90 2.284
max 62.65 61.57 1.723
As it is easy to understand from the figure, using our loss
function we obtain an incredible improvement in terms of
reduction of intra-class variance in the training set. In fact,
by observing the instances of the three classes of the prob-
lem, it is clearly seen that these are positioned very close
to their class centroid, although some of these instances are
very noisy and therefore the class to which they belong is
ambiguous.
To numerically quantify the difference in terms of intra-
class variance, we have performed two new experiments on
the Cifar10 and FMNIST datasets. The 4-th column in Tab. 2
shows the percentage change in our loss function compared
to the center loss function and shows an increase in the com-
pactness of the deep features of each class, with percentage
improvements that vary from 92% to 349% on Cifar10. A
similar experiment is shown in Tab. 1 and shows the intra-
class variance measure in training and testing for the FM-
NIST dataset.
Finally, applying a ResNet18 on the datasets Cifar10, Ci-
far100, and a LeNet on FMNIST, we analyzed the variabil-
ity during the training phase of the parameter 푤퐾 describedin Eq. 9. The behaviours obtained on the three datasets are
shown in Fig. 5. In each plot of this figure, the curves rep-
resent the relative growth variable푤퐾 assigned to a specificclass of the dataset used. In the y-axis the values assigned
to 푤퐾 at each epoch from the learning process. The learned
푤퐾 values are then normalized using a sigmoidal functionto bring them back into a range [0, 1] and thus avoid nega-
tive values, and finally, we move from the range [0, 1] to the
range [휖, 40] multiplying by 40 (arbitrarily chosen value) and
adding a 휖 to avoid zero. As can be seen from the Fig. 5, af-
ter the initialization of the 푤퐾 parameter with values closeto zero, the learning process takes this parameter to assume
smaller values which depend on the dataset used. A small
value of the푤퐾 parameter corresponds to a sigmoid definedin Eq. 9 with a very low value. Note that this final effect
comes only at the end of the learning process, which shows
that having a sigmoid for this parameter has its usefulness,
especially during the initial phase of the learning process.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a new loss function
to reduce furthermore the intra-class variance and overcome
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the center loss function performances.
The final error of a center loss is strongly influenced by
the majority of instances that are close to the centroid but it
is not affected by isolated points that are far from the class
center and it can bring the model to a frozen state in terms
of intra-class variance efficiency. To tackle this problem,
we use a weighted approach using sigmoid functions intro-
duced as learning parameters of a neural network to pump
or freeze the error based on squared Euclidean distance for
each instance of the training set. The 휎2R loss has a clear
intuition and geometric interpretation as we showed in the
paper. Extensive experiments on several benchmark datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness and usability of the proposed
loss. Future works plan to make scalable our loss function
in a way to conduct experiments on a huge dataset having a
large number of classes as Imagenet and to investigate dif-
ferent functions that will change the main behaviour to in-
flate/deflate the error.
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